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Abstract. Knowledge Graphs (KG) provide useful abstractions to represent large amount of relations that occur between entities of different
types. Chains of such relations represented by semantic associations reveal connections between entities that may be interesting, and possibly
unknown, to a user, thus resulting valuable for her to get insights into a
given topic. For example, in contextual exploration of KGs, we may want
to let a user explore a set of semantic associations that are deemed to be
more interesting for her while she is reading an input text. Using wellknown techniques to bridge the gap between the input text and the KG
a associations can be found and presented to the user. However, because
of the large number of diverse associations that can be found, a critical
challenge is to effectively rank the associations so as to present the ones
that are estimated to be most interesting. In addition, since users may
have different interests, this ranking function should be adapted to match
users’ preferences to personalize the exploration of KG information. In
this paper We describe an active learning to rank model to let a user rate
a small sample of associations, which is used to learn a ranking function
that optimize the user preferences. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first attempt to use active learning to rank techniques to explore semantic associations. Experiments conducted with several data sets show
that the approach is able to improve the quality of the ranking function
with a limited number of user interactions.

1

Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KG) provide an abstraction to describe knowledge by representing entities, their properties and binary relations that interconnect these
entities. KGs are today frequently used to support interoperability among applications in the industry as well as in the research community. Languages like
RDF and SPARQL have been also proposed to publish KGs and make them
publicly available as linked data.
A problem that has recently gained attention is how to exploit the vast
amount of knowledge available in proprietary or open KGs to deliver useful information to the users. While query answering is aimed at satisfying specific
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information needs, knowledge exploration includes mechanisms to deliver information that is estimated to be interesting for the users in a proactive fashion [1].
Few approaches have been proposed to use information from a KG in the context
of a task that is carried out by the user. For example, the Google Knowledge
Graph is currently used to extend the results of a web search with additional
information not explicitly required by a user. Other approaches use relations in
the KG to enrich the information delivered to a user who is reading an input
text[2]. We refer to this approach as contextual knowledge exploration, where
a text is used as input to find relevant information in the KG. By using wellknown entity linking techniques, we can link entities mentioned in the text to a
KB. If more than one entities are found, semi-walks in the KG that connect the
two entities, i.e., semantic associations of finite length between the two entities
[3, 4] reveal connections between entities that may be interesting, because they
provide - possibly new - insights into the topic of the input text. For example,
when reading a news article about US Election 2016, from mentions of Hilary
Clinton and Donald Trump, an association of length equal to two found in DBpedia reveals that Clinton and Trump have been both members of the Democratic
Party. From surveys collected among users, we found that many Italians, for
example, do not know that Trump has been member of the Democratic party
before being elected as member of the Republican Party. The main problem
arising in contextual KG exploration is that a very large amount of associations
can be found between a set of entities extracted from even relatively short text.
For example, from 12 entities extracted from the starting piece of an article1 of
74 words, as many as 738 associations are found in DBpedia with DaCENA2 , a
prototype for contextual KG exploration in the data journalism domain [4]. The
crucial research problem that needs to be addressed to exploit the large amount
of semantic associations represented in KGs is to provide effective methods to
identify those few associations that are more interesting for the users. Several
approaches have been proposed that use measures based on graph analytics to
rank associations [5]. Given a certain ranking over the associations, users can
look at the associations in the order defined by the ranking or at a set of top-k
associations. A different approach proposes to use the associations ranked in
order of interest by a set of users to train a learning to rank model so as to
maximize users’ preferences [5]. However, the key hypothesis that motivates the
work presented in this paper, is that different users may be interested in different kinds of associations, which suggests that the ranking function should be
optimized based on the preferences of individual users. In the latter case we cannot expect that users label a large number of associations, which is required to
learn the ranking function. Starting from these observations the work addressed
in this paper addresses the following research questions: Q1) Can we learn to
rank semantic associations by collecting a small number of labels from a user, so
that we can personalize the content delivered to her based on her preferences?

2

Contextual KG Exploration

Information extracted from a reference KGs can enrich the experience of a user
while she is accessing content she is interested in, for example a news article,
or multimedia content. This information can expand the user knowledge with
unknown information on a given topic or help her better understand the content
she is accessing. In addition, the input content tell us something about current
interests of the user, thus providing a starting point to select pieces of information from the KG that are valuable for the user. Named Entity Recognition and
Linking (NEEL) techniques [6] help bridging the gap between an input text (e.g.,
a news article or text associated with multimedia content) and the KG. Starting from a set of entities extracted from the input text, semantic associations
connecting any of these two entities are defined as semi-walks in the reference
KG [3]. We consider only relations between entities and avoid loops. By merging
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Q2) Do we need personalization in contextual exploration of KGs with semantic
associations, or can we assume that different users are interested in the same
content?
To answer to Q1, we propose an active learning to rank model to reduce the
number of associations that need to be labeled by the user. The model comprises:
1) a pay-as-you-go workflow to incrementally collect labels from a user and learn
to rank the associations based on her preferences using the RankSVM algorithm;
2) algorithms to actively select the associations that the user has to label; 3)
different approaches to select the first set of associations that the user has to
label, thus solving a cold start problem generated by the above mentioned active
sampling algorithms, 4) a set of features based on KG analytics to represent associations and support the model. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
model under different configurations and against different baselines, we have
built two data sets consisting of ratings given by different users on a complete
set of associations extracted for different pieces of news articles. Results show
that the proposed approach is feasible and provide a consistent improvement of
the ranking quality with a limited number of interactions. To answer to Q2, we
measure the agreement among ratings given by different users to associations
found for the same articles. Results clearly show that different users are interested in different content, thus confirming the need for personalization methods
in contextual KG exploration.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to use active sampling
to learn to rank semantic associations, thus improving on state of the art approaches that require a large number of labels to learn a ranking function over
semantic associations. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we further motivate the proposed approach by discussing contextual KG exploration,
with an example of application; in Section 3, we explain our active learning to
rank model; in Section 4 we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate our
model; in Section 5 we discuss related work, while in Section 6 we draw some
conclusions and discuss future work.

Fig. 1. DaCENA Interface

In DaCENA we are currently using TextRazor3 as NEEL tool and DBpedia4
as reference KG. Once entities are extracted we make several queries to the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint to extract the semantic associations that connect all
these entities (we use a SPARQL endpoint to ensure that we retrieve up-to-date
information). While we started with extracting associations of maximum length
equal to three, now we consider only associations of maximum length equal to
two, because we found - with preliminary user studies - that associations of
length greater than two are seldom considered interesting by the users. Otherwise, while we previously found every association from a principal entity to
every other entities, we now consider shorter associations between every entity
extracted from the text. Processing an article may require significant amount of
3
4
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every relation that occurs in some of the retrieved associations, we obtain a subgraph of the reference KG, which is related to the input text. To better illustrate
this idea, we describe DaCENA (Data Context for News Articles), an application
that supports exploration of KGs in the domain of data journalism [4]. DaCENA
has been developed by our team in collaboration with DensityDesign (a lab of
information visualization design from Politecnico di Milano, Italy) to target one
of the objectives of data journalism, described by the following quote: ”In an age
of big data, the growing importance of data journalism lies in the ability of its
practitioners to provide context, clarity and, perhaps most important, find truth
in the expanding amount of digital content in the world ” [7]. DaCENA is aimed
to provide additional information (a data context) to a user who is reading a
news article, in the form of a set of semantic associations extracted from a KGs.
The DaCENA framework consists of two main components: 1) Text & Data
Analyzer and 2) Contextual Explorer. The first is a component responsible for
processing and storing the information used to build the context of an article;
Contextual Explorer, is an interactive user interface that let the user read the
articles enriched with semantic associations extracted from a KG (Figure 1).

S(π, text) = α ∗ relevance(π, text) + (1 − α) rarity(π)
In the interface shown in Figure 1 the user can see the graph and adjust the
serendipity parameter to favor relatedness or unexpectedness. By using DaCENA
with several articles, we could observe that a large amount of associations can
be extracted even for a small text; for example from an article about politics5
we extracted a 3500 associations; serendipity can be used to rank associations
and filter the set of k most interesting associations that are shown to the users,
where k can be set by the user herself (preliminary user studies suggest that
users do not want to look at more than 100 associations).

3

Active Learning To Rank for Semantic Associations

To describe our approach to actively learn to rank semantic associations, we first
explain the workflow and the algorithms we use and test. Then we describe the
features that we use to represent semantic associations. Figure 2 describes the
workflow used in our model, which is based on a learning loop. The entry point
(step 1) is a bootstrapping phase where we select the first associations that the
user has to label. The user labels the associations selected in the bootstrapping
step (step 2) using a graded scale, e.g., < 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 >, where higher grades
represent higher interest for an association. We will refer to labels provided
by users also as ratings. Then we use these labels to train a learning to rank
algorithm (step 3), which ranks all the associations by assigning them a score. If
the user decides that she is satisfied with the ranking obtained so far, the loop
stops. Else, we proceed to further improve the ranking by collecting more labels
using active sampling (step 5). In active sampling, observations are selected with
the aim of optimizing the ranking function with the as few labels as possible.
To find the observations for which labels are estimated to be more informative,
active sampling algorithms use the scores determined by the learned ranking
5
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time (up to thirty minutes) if semantic data are fetched by querying a SPARQL
endpoint as we currently do. Therefore, texts and data are processed off-line so as
to make the interactive visualization features as much fluid as possible. DaCENA
currently uses a measure for evaluating the interestingness named serendipity
[4]. Serendipity is defined as a parametric linear combination of a measure that
evaluates the relevance of an association with respect to a text, and a measure
that evaluates how much an association may be unexpected for the user. An association is relevant if the virtual document built by concatenating the abstracts
of each entity occurring in the association is similar to the given text. Instead,
an association is unexpected when it is composed by properties that are rare,
i.e., not frequently used, in the KG. Let α be a parameter used for balancing
the weight of each measure, and text be the input text; the serendipity S(π) of
an association π, is computed by the following formula:

function. This prerequisite, motivates the need for introducing a bootstrapping
step (Step 1) where labels are not selected using active sampling. After Step 5, we
close the loop by repeating Step 2, in which the user labels the new associations
selected in Step 5. The labels provided by the user are used to train again the
learning to rank algorithm and return a new ranking (Step 3). Observe that after
the first iteration, the observations that the user has to label are always selected
using active sampling. Here below we further discuss the main steps of the loop,
i.e., steps 1, 3 and 5.
Step 1: Bootstrap Active Learning Two approaches are proposed: the first
one (alternative 1a) is based on clustering algorithms while the second one uses
an heuristic ranking function (alternative 1b). The latter has the advantage that
we have an ordered set of associations (and, hence a small set of interesting
associations) to present to the user even before she provide any label.
Alternative 1a: the assumption at the basis of this approach is the following:
observations that would be rated in a similar way by a user are spatially near in
the feature space used to represent the associations, while observation rated in
different ways should be distant in this space. Based on this assumption, the best
way to quickly collect the training data is to cluster the data set and take the
most representative observation for each cluster (the observation nearest to the
mean of the cluster). Approaches similar to this have been already considered
in active learning settings [8, 9], in which clustering is used to find the first
observations for machine learning models. We test two clustering algorithms:
the first one is the Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model [10] (Dirichlet)
that has been chosen for its ability to automatically find the best number of
cluster inside the data set; this is useful because we cannot know a-priori which
could be the correct number of cluster for a given set of associations. We also
evaluate a second clustering algorithm, the Gaussian Mixture Model (Gaussian)
[11]. It is important to notice that these algorithms select associations that are
representative of a data set, but that does not mean that these associations are
also meaningful or interesting for a user.
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Fig. 2. High level example of our model

Step 3: Ranking In this phase we need to train a learning to rank algorithm
that can helps us ordering associations. Usually learning to rank is divided in
three approaches[12]: point-wise, pair-wise and list-wise. In our approach we
use the RankSVM [13] algorithm, which implements a pair-wise approach where
the ranking problem is transformed into a pair-wise classification problem [12].
RankSVM is a variant of SVM created for learning to rank tasks, it takes ratings
(based on a graded scale) over a set of the domain items as input and use these
ratings to infer labels for a set of item pairs. An item pair is assigned a label
equal to 1, if the first item of the pair should be ranked higher than the second
one, and equal to -1, otherwise. This is the binary input of the inner algorithm
used to learn the ranking function. This function assigns a score (a real number)
to each item by generalizing the binary input.
Step 5: Active Sampling We implemented two supervised active sampling
algorithms proposed in the document retrieval field. Both the algorithms use a
pairwise approach, meaning that they can be directly used on pairwise learning
to rank algorithms.
Alternative 5a: the first algorithm [14] (denominated AUC Based Sampling, or, shortly, AS, in the next sections) tries to optimize the Area Under the
learning Curve (AUC), by selecting individual observations for labeling, without
explicitly comparing every pair of domain items. The algorithm is thus known
to be sub-optimal, runs efficiently. It is essentially based on the computation of
the estimated probability of a binary class for an observation (thus, it was used
in a binary setting). The algorithm uses a parameter λ to calibrate the weight
of two different probability estimations.
Alternative 5b: the second algorithm [15] (denominated Pairwise Sampling,
or, shortly, PS, in the next sections) explicitly compares pairs of associations
to select the most informative pairs. The most informative pairs are the ones
that maximize two measures: Local Uncertainty (LU), which estimates the uncertainty of the relative order within the pair, and Global Uncertainty, which
estimates the uncertainty of the position of each element of the pair within the
global ranking. A parameter p is used to tune the weight assigned to the LU
measure. In this case, users are then asked to rate each association in the most
informative pairs. With this approach, we can evaluate if the uncertainty score
used to select the pair is incoherent with user ratings, thus providing more informative labels to RankSVM. The explicit generation of the observation-pairs
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Alternative 1b: another approach that we propose to use for bootstrapping the model (also in consideration of the latter remark) is to use an heuristic
ranking measure. In this way, not only we can show to a user a set of associations even before she provides any label, but we can also ask their ratings on
a set of associations that are heuristically believed to be interesting for them.
In the context of contextual KG exploration, this may be desirable to improve
the user experience, when compared to asking ratings on a set of uninteresting
associations. In particular, as heuristic ranking function, we use the serendipity
measure defined in Section 2.

3.1

Features

To represent the semantic associations inside our platform we used different
measures. In this way we are able to define feature vectors for the active learning
to rank algorithms. We normalize data extracted with these measure using a
standard normalization techniques by removing the mean and scaling to unit
variance.
Global PageRank We use the data in [16] to collect a global score of the
PageRank inside DBpedia. In this way we are able to get an overall value of the
importance of an entity inside the KG. The global pagerank of an association
is computed as the average global pagerank of every entity occurring in the
association.
Local PageRank We compute PageRank [17] on the sub-graph, defined by the
associations extracted from an input text, to measure the centrality importance
of each entity (hence the name of local pagerank ). Local pagerank is computed
as the global pagerank but on the sub-graph.
Local HITS We ran the HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search)[18] algorithm
to compute two scores for each node of the local graph. The first, authority
score, should indicate how much a node is important, while the second, hub
score, should indicate nodes that points to nodes with an high authority score.
The measure gives two score for each association: one for the average of the
authority values and one for the average of the hub values.
Temporal Relevance Using the Wikimedia API we extract the number of
time a wikipedia entity (page) as been accessed in a specific date (date of the
publication of a given text, for example). In this way we are able to get a value
of importance related to timing. For example, if we consider Wikipedia access6
on the page Paris, we see that the entity has been accessed 8.331 times on 1211-2015 and 171.988 times on 14-11-2015, when on 13-11-2015 there have been
terrorist attacks in Paris. The temporal relevance for an association is given by
the average score of the temporal relevance of the entities
Relevance This measure is based on the similarity between the concatenation
of the abstract of the entities in an association and the input text that was
used to extract all the associations. The measure was previously defined in [4].
The similarity can be computed with different similarity measure, in this context
similarity is computed using cosine similarity weighting the terms using TF-IDF.
Path Informativeness We use a measure defined in previous work [3] of path
informativeness, which is based on the concept of Predicate Frequency Inverse
Triple Frequency (PF-ITF), that is used to rank path in order of informativeness.
Path Pattern Informativeness We use a measure on path patterns, defined
in [3], to get the informativeness of patterns extracted from paths.
6
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makes this algorithms less efficient than AUC-based Sampling, which may prevent its application to the exploration of a large number of associations.

4

Experiments

The purpose of the experimental evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that
personalization is important in KG exploration, to evaluate the performance
of the proposed model, and to compare alternative approaches proposed for
different steps of the model. The experiments were run on a machine with a
Intel Core i5 (4th Gen) (1.6Ghz).
4.1

Experimental Settings

To test our model we built two different datasets, each one consisting of triples
< texti , Ai , ratingsu,i >, where texti is a text extracted from a news article
retrieved from online news platforms like NyTimes and The Guardian, Ai is
the set of all associations extracted for articlei with our tool DaCENA, and
ratingsu,i contains the labels assigned by a user u to every association in Ai .
From each triple in a dataset, we can derive a complete ranking of the retrieved
associations for one user, i.e., an ideal ranking to use in our evaluation.
Asking to a user to rate a large number of associations is demanding and
tedious for her, and may downgrade the quality of the labels because of fatigue
bias. Otherwise, we would like to collect a sufficient number of ratings for different articles. Thus, in the first dataset, we selected relatively short, semantically
self-contained, texts (usually one long initial paragraph) extracted from five articles, for which we could retrieve a number of associations usually lower than
100. Associations were extracted from 5 different articles and for each articles we
extracted, respectively 51,60,98,44 and 113 associations. Data was collected from
14 users, so some of the users took the survey more than one time. User ratings
have been collected through an online form, through which users were asked to
read the text and rate semantic associations based on their interest. Users were
also asked questions to let us profile, e.g., their education degree, mastering of
the English language, and knowledge about the text topic. For ratings we choose
a graded scale from 1 to 6, following guidelines suggested in a recent study [19].
Differently from a five-valued ordinal scale, this scale provides a symmetric range
that clusters scores in two sets: scores with a negative tendency (1, 2 and 3) and
scores with a positive tendency (4, 5 and 6). As a result, we obtained a dataset
consisting of 25 different ratings, referred to as smaller dataset in the following (for the small number of associations in each ranking). However, we want
also to evaluate if results obtained over small association sets are comparable
with results obtained with (and thus generalizable to) large association sets. To
this end, we use ratings provided by two different students with a background
in communication sciences, who were asked to rate thousands of associations
extracted for two full-length articles, with the goal of evaluating heuristic functions used in an early versionof DaCENA. In this case, we used a three-valued
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Rarity This measure computes how much a path is rare using the global frequency of its property inside the DBpedia KG. It was previously defined in [4].

4.2

Configurations and Baselines

We evaluate different configurations of the model, based on the alternative algorithms proposed in two steps of the loop. For Bootstrap Active Learning, we consider three approaches: two clustering algorithms (Gaussian vs. Dirichlet), and
the Serendipity heuristic function, for which we set α = 0, 5. For Active Sampling, we consider two algorithms: AUC Based Sampling [14] (AS) and Pairwise
Sampling [15] (PS). Parameters of these two algorithms have been determined
experimentally, and set to λ = 0.8 and p = 1. The six configurations of the active learning to rank workflow described above are compared also against three
different baselines:
– Random + Random: RankSVM is still used to learn a ranking function, but
is trained using ratings assigned to associations that are randomly selected,
both in the bootstrap and active sampling steps.
– Serendipity No-AL: we consider the ranking determined with Serendipity,
which is not based on active learning and does not change across iterations.
– Random No-AL: we consider random rankings of associations, which are not
based on active learning and do change across iterations.
Configuration Details In the small data sets Dirichlet Clustering and Gaussian
Clustering, in the first iterations, selected an average number of clusters equal
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scale for ratings, from 1 to 3. We refer to this dataset, that consists in three
complete rankings, as to larger dataset (for the larger number of associations in
each ranking).
Using the ideal rankings in the two gold standards, we meaasure the quality
of the rankings returned by our model at different iterations using Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) computed over the top-10 ranked associations, denoted by nDCG@10. In addition, we compute the Area Under the
nDCG@10 Curves (AUCs) as an aggregate performance measure. At each iteration of active sampling, we use two and six user labels in the smaller and
the larger datasets, respectively. The motivation for this specific choice is given
below, when discussing details about the model configurations. We carry out
experiments in two different settings: in Contextual Exploration Settings, we
consider the workflow as implemented in a system that supports contextual exploration: the set from which we select the observations to label is the same set
used to evaluate the performance of the model. In this settings, we make sure
that observations labeled during previous iterations are not labeled a second
time by the user). In Cross Validation Settings, we split the associations in two
sets: training and test. In this settings, which was used also in previous work [14],
active sampling always picks associations from the training set. Although not
amenable in contextual KG exploration, this approach is helpful to evaluate the
robustness of the model. In fact, we can use 2Fold-Stratified Cross Validation
to make sure that results can be reasonably generalized and do not depend on
specific data. Random algorithms will be run multiple times to stabilize values.

4.3

Results and Discussion

Before discussing the results obtained in contextual exploration and cross validation settings, we discuss valuable insights gained from the analysis of the user
ratings collected while creating the gold standards.
User interests and personalization. We have measured Inter-Rater Reliability [20] (IRR) to assess the usefulness of personalization within this context. Our
idea is based on the assumption that different users are interested in different
things. IRR was computed on the data sets that had the same associations rated
by different users, results in Figure 2. We used two measures: Krippendorff’s
alpha, weighted using an ordinal matrix, and Kendall’s W. We can see that for
all the five texts used in this experiment, IRR is low and distant from 1, the
value that usually represent unanimity between the raters. We also show the
distribution of the ordinal scores for the data sets in table 1.
Degree D1 D2
1
23.7% 67.4%
2
14.5% 30.1%
Measure
Average on Data sets
3
22.3% 2.5%
Krippendorff’s alpha 0.06154
4
20.9% NaN
Kendall’s W
0.2608
5
10.1% NaN
Table 2. IRR score
6
5.5% NaN
Table 1. data sets’ degrees distribution

Contextual Exploration Settings In this setting the active learning algorithms Figure 3 where able to perform better than the baseline considered (we
can notice that active learning approaches completely outperform the non active learning ones). We then computed the area under the curve, considering the
nDCG@10, of the algorithms to summarize the graph (Table 4), the algorithm
that performs better is the one that uses serendipity for the bootstrap step and
AUC based sampling for the active sampling step.
Cross Validation Result we obtained in the cross validation settings reported
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to 3 (and thus, an average number of 3 associations are selected from this two
methods in the first iteration); for this reason, to feed the model with an equal
number of observation, on the average, for both Serendipity and Random Active
Learning we choose to select 3 associations to be labeled. In the smaller data sets,
for the supervised active learning to rank, we select 2 associations to be evaluated
for each iteration. The clustering algorithms in the larger data sets selected an
average number of cluster equal to 5, so, in this case, for both Serendipity and
Random Active Learning we choose to select 5 associations to be labeled. After
the first iteration, from both AUC Based Sampling a techniques we selected
6 observation to be labeled (since we have more data). The small dataset were
obtained by recent article and thus we could use the temporal relevance measure.
This wasn’t possible for the larger ones. We used a RankSVM with polynomial
kernel on the large data sets that was able to output the results of a single
iteration in what we considered interactive time (less then 2 seconds).

Algorithm
Area D1 Area D2
Gaussian AS
3.0242
2.747
Algorithm
Area D1 Area D2
Dirichlet AS
3.0711
2.7174
Gaussian AS
3.0168
2.6455
Gaussian PS
2.9629
NaN
Dirichlet AS
3.0011
2.6872
Dirichlet PS
3.019
NaN
Gaussian PS
2.9975
NaN
Serendipity AS
3.2018 3.0817
Dirichlet PS
3.0009
NaN
Serendipity PS
3.1399
NaN
Serendipity AS 3.0742 2.711
Random Random 2.9359
2.673
Serendipity PS
3.0302
NaN
Serendipity No-AL 2.7199
2.734
Random Random 2.976
2.6013
2.3199
1.7971
Table 3. Area of the lines of the algorithms Random No-AL
Table 4. Area of the lines of the algorithms
for Cross Validation
for Contextual Exploration Setting

Fig. 3. Contextual exploration setting results

Fig. 4. Cross Validation setting results

4.4

Bootstrap Active Learning Analysis

Finding observation with different labels (operation that is needed to build the
learning to rank model) since the first iteration isn’t always possible. We evaluated the time for first iteration value, that corresponds to the average number
of iteration needed for each method to have a training useful for training the
learning to rank algorithm. The worst case of these algorithms is represented
by a user who gives the same score to every observation. The result are visible
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that the best measure was the serendipity heuristic, combined with the use of
the AUC based measure; this is similar to what we have seen in the previous
experiment settings, with a decrease in performance probably due to the fact
that the active learning algorithms are not able to access to the test data. The
plots can be found in Figure 4 while the computed areas are in Figure 4.

Algorithm
Dirichlet
Gaussian
Serendipity
Random

5

#Iter. D1 CV #Iter. D2 CV #Iter. D1 CE #Iter. D2 CE
1.16
1.11
1.010
1.063
1.08
1.16
1.066
1.381
1.08
1.5
1.346
1.1363
1.25
1.5
1.1866
1.229
Table 5. Time for first iteration on the data sets

Related Work

We compare our work to previous work in the field of interactive KG exploration
and of learning to rank approaches to KG exploration.
Interactive Knowledge Graph Exploration There has been a lot of interest in literature for KG exploration, in particular in the context of linked data.
Several methods, described and compared in a recent survey [1], combine navigation, filtering, sampling and visualization to let users explore large data sets.
For example, RelFinder is a web application that can be used to find relation of
interest between two selected entities [21]. An interesting approach to KG Exploration in the context of the Linked Data is Refer [2]7 , which is an application
that can be integrated in blogs as Wordpress Plugin and that scans an article
to find entities and other meaningful text elements. After this operation, the
Yovisto Semantic Framework is used to analyze the text to find those elements
that are meaningful w.r.t the context. Next, external information, coming from
other knowledge bases (like Wikipedia) is used to enrich the content with additional information. Refer is an example of contextual exploration of KG; the
main difference between their approach and our approach is that we include semantic associations of length greater than one and introduce a model to order all
associations, introducing a machine learning model personalize the exploration.
None of the approaches mentioned above or surveyed in [1] introduces methods
to learn information to show to the users based on their explicit feedback.
Learning to Rank and Active Learning for KG Exploration Learning to
rank, which has been extensively applied to document retrieval [22], has been
proposed only in one approach to KG exploration [5], where a function to rank
semantic associations is proposed like in our approach. This approach use a variant of SVM on associations extracted from Freebase. Since the approach does
not try to minimize the inputs needed to learn the ranking function, it can be
hardly used to personalize the exploration of KG as our approach. In addition,
some of their feature are specifically tailored on the Freebase structure while we
propose features that can be easily applied to any KG (with a possible exception
being time relevance, which requires bridges from the KG to Wikipedia). Active learning to rank introduces techniques to select the observations for which
7

http://refer.cx/
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in table 5. We show data for both the Cross Validation (CV) and Contextual
Exploration Setting (CE). We can see that with the larger data sets the finding
of the first observation becomes more difficult for the algorithm except for the
Dirichlet approach that can probably adapt itself to the dataset in an easier way.

6

Conclusion

Experimental results presented in this paper suggest that active learning approaches can be effectively used to optimize the ranking of semantic associations
extracted from KGs, thus supporting personalized exploration of complex relational knowledge made available in these graphs. We have also found that, in this
context and for the selected set of features, AUC-based sampling performs better
than pairwise sampling, both in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. As a result,
an approach the combines a serendipity measure and AUC-based sampling, outperforms different alternative configurations. In future work, we plan to analyze
the impact of individual features on the performance of an active learning to
rank model for semantic associations, and evaluate the use of additional measures. In addition, we want to incorporate our active learning to rank model into
the DaCENA application, by tackling the challenge of designing human-data
interaction patterns that can engage the users.
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